Issues for improving multiplasmid DNA vaccines for HIV-1.
Since the first reports of plasmid vaccines, there have been substantial changes made to the design of plasmid backbones, as well as to the antibiotic resistance markers chosen for clinical vectors compared with first generation vectors. These changes aid manufacturing, production and scale up and at the same time aid conceptual safety by limiting the ability of the vaccines to transfer useful genetic selection genes to other bacterial infectious agents. In contrast, there has been little change to the original promoters or polyadenlyation tracts in the last decade. We have learned that these first generation plasmid vaccines for HIV-1 appear very well tolerated in humans. However, while safe and immunogenic, improving the immune potency of DNA vaccines is a critical goal for this technology. The combination of antigens used should be carefully examined for possible immune interference. Such interference may only become apparent when each component of the vaccine is tested individually. This interference also suggests one mechanism of immune pathogenesis possibly by HIV-1. Optimization of the immune response can come through manipulation of the transfection efficiency, expression or through the use of various T cell and B cell plasmid adjuvants. It is likely that the combination of such advancements will significantly improve the clinical phenotype of this important vaccine modality.